Application of ultrasonic vibration in magnesium alloy lap welding
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Abstract. In order to enhance the performance of magnesium alloy and galvanized steel welds, ultrasonic vibration was applied to the laser welding process, and the effect of ultrasonic on mechanical properties was verified through experimental methods. The laser welding system for the lap weld seam was designed, and the ultrasonic vibration module and image detection module were added, which can obtain the influence of ultrasonic vibration on the molten pool area. Under the conditions of ultrasonic vibration power of 1000 W and 0 W, the characteristics of the weld pool area, metallographic structure, tensile strength, fracture morphology, hardness, residual stress, wear resistance, and corrosion resistance of the weld specimen were compared. The image data acquisition structure indicated that ultrasonic vibration can effectively reduce the ineffective area of the molten pool and make the energy in the molten pool more concentrated. Under the influence of ultrasonic vibration, the maximum molten pool area decreased to 5.38 mm², with a variation range of 3.9 %, and the proportion of pores was greatly reduced. Research found that ultrasonic vibration can significantly improve the microstructure characteristics of the fusion welding zone, with an average grain size reduced to 23 μm. The reduction of grain size and refinement of microstructure were beneficial to the improvement of mechanical properties of magnesium alloy joints, with a yield strength increase of 6.5 %. Ultrasonic vibration had little effect on the hardness of the heat affected zone, it can increase the average hardness of the weld zone by more than 5 % and reduce the maximum residual stress by more than 50 %. Under different pressure and friction speed conditions, the maximum wear amount can be reduced by more than 25 %. At the same time, the resistance to oxidation corrosion and electrochemical corrosion also can be improved to a certain extent.
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1. Introduction

Magnesium alloy is manufactured based on magnesium and composed of other elements. Its main features include low density, high specific strength, high specific elastic modulus, good heat dissipation, good shock absorption, greater impact load capacity than aluminum alloy, and good corrosion resistance to organic matter and alkali [1]. At present, the welding of magnesium alloy is mainly used in engineering fields such as aviation, aerospace, transportation, chemical engineering, and rockets [2]. Therefore, the reliable connection between magnesium and galvanized steel has great potential for manufacturing lightweight structural components, and can also expand the application of magnesium alloys in various fields [3, 4]. However, the welding performance of magnesium alloys is relatively insufficient. Magnesium alloy welding is prone to many defects, such as: (1) Due to the accumulation of dissolved hydrogen in the molten pool, magnesium alloy is easy to form pores during welding, and the solidification rate of the molten pool is fast, resulting in the lack of time for hydrogen to escape. (2) Due to the high thermal conductivity, it is necessary to use high-power heat source and high-speed welding when welding magnesium alloys, which may cause metal overheating and grain growth in the weld and near-weld areas. (3) The coefficient of thermal expansion of magnesium alloy is large, about twice that of aluminum, so it is easy to produce large welding deformation and residual stress in the welding
process. (4) Because the surface tension of magnesium is smaller than that of aluminum, the weld metal is prone to collapse during welding, which affects the weld forming quality. (5) Magnesium alloy is easy to form a low melting point eutectic structure with other metals, and it is easy to form crystallization cracks in welded joints. When the temperature of the joint is too high, the low melting point compounds in the joint structure will melt and appear holes at the grain boundary, or produce grain boundary oxidation.

In order to improve the fusion effect between different alloys, the following measures are mainly taken in engineering, such as increasing welding temperature, improving welding speed, adjusting welding current, selecting suitable welding materials, etc. However, these improvement of welding effect of magnesium alloys is relatively limited [5]. In recent years, ultrasonic assisted welding technology has received widespread attention. Literature shows that ultrasonic vibration can promote the formation of equiaxed grains in the central area of welded carbon steel [6]. In addition, ultrasonic vibration can effectively promote the gas leakage efficiency in the weld zone, enhance the welding pressure, restrain the excessive grain size, and reduce the thermal stress, which indicates that ultrasonic vibration is very suitable for magnesium alloy welding process. The performance of the weld seam is the result of the comprehensive effect of heat on the structural elements [7, 8]. The higher the welding speed, the more equiaxed grains formed by ultrasonic vibration. In order to verify and improve the welding effect of magnesium alloys, ultrasonic vibration is applied to the molten pool area of lap welds based on laser cladding technology. Compared with the conventional ultrasonic vibration processing research, a highly integrated intelligent welding system was innovatively proposed in this paper, including basic laser welding actuator, ultrasonic vibration transmitter and image data collector. The LINKS series controller was applied in the system, which can be used to synchronize the laser welding parameters and inert gas flow. The ultrasonic vibrator can realize different mechanical vibration frequencies, and the CCD camera can effectively monitor the state of the bubble in the weld zone, which provides a reliable basis for the study of molten pool area. Through the comparison of molten pool area, microstructure analysis, mechanical properties testing and other schemes, the effects of different ultrasonic vibration conditions on the microstructure and mechanical properties of magnesium alloy weld joints can be studied, and the optimal process parameters can be obtained, which has an important role in promoting the application of magnesium alloy welding.

2. Welding system design and sample preparation

2.1. Welding system design

Laser welding, as a new type of welding technology, uses laser as the input source and has advantages such as high power density, low welding heat input, small welding heat affected zone, and small welding deformation. When welding is not as good as alloy, it can ensure maximum product deformation and greatly improve welding efficiency. Meanwhile, laser welding, as a non-contact welding method, is easy to achieve automation. Compared to ordinary arc welding, laser cladding technology can provide a more stable and high-energy heat source. In order to ensure good control effect of ultrasonic vibration, the welding system is designed as shown in Fig. 1. The welding system not only includes basic welding actuators, but also integrates ultrasonic vibration transmitters and image data collectors. The welding base material is magnesium alloy and galvanized low-carbon steel, and the shielding gas is argon. The system is equipped with a LINKS series controller for centralized adjustment of laser welding parameters and inert gas flow rate. The ultrasonic vibrator can input 220 V, 50 Hz, or 110 V, 60 Hz electrical energy into the ultrasonic transducer, converting it into 36 kHz mechanical vibration. The generated ultrasound causes the molten pool to vibrate at a high frequency, with a vibration frequency of up to 36000 times per second, which can cause the weld seam to form a micro suspended state in the molten zone and promote bubble overflow.
2.2. Preparation of weld specimens

The principle of the laser welding system is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the laser transmission system can effectively ensure the energy density of the laser beam, and the workbench control system can improve the accuracy and efficiency of the welding process. In order to ensure the stability of welding, keep the welding gun and the laser head relatively stationary, and use the lead screw guide rail to achieve uniform movement of the workpiece. The ultrasonic emitting end acts vertically on the welding torch, so that the ultrasonic vibration can be transmitted to the welding pool through the welding torch. As shown in Fig. 2(b), during the welding process, the angle of the laser beam is 75 degree, the angle of the welding wire is 47.5 degree, the distance between the optical wires is 2 mm, the defocusing amount is 2 mm, and the protection gas is selected with the purity of 99.999 % argon.

In order to improve the sample preparation process, the substrate to be welded is magnesium alloy of AZ31S and galvanized steel of DX51D with sheet structure, which are processed into square shapes before welding, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The welding material is AZ31 magnesium alloy welding wire, with a diameter of 15 mm. Before the laser welding experiment, clean the oil stains on the surface of the welding plate and wire with anhydrous ethanol, and then polish with
water sandpaper of different particle sizes to remove the oxide skin on the surface of the substrate. Assemble the prepared substrate as shown in Fig. 2(d), that is, overlap and fix the magnesium alloy plate on the surface of the galvanized steel plate. The protective gas flow rate is taken as 20 L/min. During welding, connect an ultrasonic generator and a laser welding system to introduce high-frequency ultrasonic vibration into the molten pool area during the welding process. After welding is completed, simultaneously turn off the power supply of the welding machine and ultrasonic generator. The welding parameters used in the test are shown in Table 1. The samples of overlapping welds meet the tensile test standards, so the tensile strength test can be directly conducted after completing the microhardness test. For ultrasonic welding systems, the higher the frequency of ultrasonic vibration, the lower the required power, making them more suitable for processing small welds. For this reason, an ultrasonic vibration frequency of 36 kHz (ultrasonic power is 1000 W) was adopted in the experiment and compared with the same type of experiment without ultrasonic vibration, which can verify the impact of ultrasonic vibration on mechanical properties. In order to further improve the reliability of the experimental results, for the non-continuous test scheme, each type of sample would be tested three times, and the average value was taken as the final result of the comparison curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Main parameters of laser welding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser power / W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal length / mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot diameter / mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding gun speed / mm·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding wire speed / mm·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protective gas flow / L·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Experimental results and analysis

3.1. The effect of ultrasonic vibration on the weld pool area

Based on the image data acquisition module in the laser welding system, photos of the molten pool at different times can be obtained. By visual calculation, the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the weld pool area can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that ultrasonic vibration can effectively reduce the ineffective area of the molten pool, making the energy in the fusion zone more concentrated. In theory, this is more conducive to the diffusion efficiency of elements. From the data analysis, when there is no ultrasonic vibration, the maximum molten pool area is 6.68 mm², and the overall fluctuation range is 18.3 %. Under the influence of ultrasonic vibration, the maximum molten pool area decreased to 5.38 mm² and the variation range decreased to 3.9 %. The effective molten pool area is an important indicator for measuring the crystallization effect of metal in the weld zone. In addition, a smaller pool area also means a lower probability of occurrence of void defects. As shown in Fig. 4, the radiographic image of the weld area shows that ultrasonic vibration greatly reduces the proportion of gas pores. The molten pool pictures in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 were taken by the author in the materials laboratory with CCD camera.

The molten pool metal is subjected to continuous cyclic alternating ultrasonic vibration. When the half cycle of ultrasonic waves acts on the molten pool liquid, the molten pool liquid is subjected to tensile action, resulting in the formation of a large number of cavitation bubbles, and accompanied by the formation of cavitation bubbles in some dendrites, which will rapidly grow. During the process of growth, cavitation bubbles absorb a large amount of surrounding heat, forming local supercooling and promoting liquid nucleation. According to the literature [9], increasing the ultrasonic power can increase the number of cavitation bubbles, thereby increasing the nucleation rate and achieving grain refinement of the weld microstructure. On the other hand, when the cavitation bubble grows to its limit, it will rupture and generate instantaneous impact force. The magnitude of the impact force is related to the ultrasonic power, and as the ultrasonic
power increases, the impact force also continues to increase. When the ultrasonic power reaches a certain threshold, the impact force will break the initial formed dendrites. Throughout the entire welding process, cavitation bubbles continue to form, grow, and break in the liquid metal of the molten pool, ultimately effectively improving the microstructure of the joint weld and enhancing the welding strength.

![Fig. 3. Melt pool area at different times](image)

![Fig. 4. The effect of ultrasonic vibration on pore elimination](image)

3.2. The effect of ultrasonic vibration on microstructure

In order to study the effect of ultrasonic vibration on microstructure, weld specimens were prepared at 0 and 1000 W ultrasonic power, and the metallographic structure as shown in Fig. 5 was obtained. It can be seen that the magnesium alloy substrate is mainly composed of equiaxed grains, with small grains and an average grain size of about 143 μm. During the welding process, the magnesium alloy base material melts with the welding wire, forming a fusion welding zone. When the ultrasonic power is 0, during the formation of the fusion welding zone, the grains become rough and uneven in shape, with an average grain size of about 51 μm. Compared with the base metal, the microstructure of the fusion welding zone becomes abnormally rough, which is not conducive to improving the mechanical properties of magnesium alloy joints [10]. After introducing 1000 W ultrasonic vibration during the welding process, it was found that the ultrasonic vibration process significantly improved the microstructure characteristics of the fusion welding zone, with grains similar to equiaxed grains, and the average grain size decreased to 23 μm. The reduction of grain size and refinement of microstructure are beneficial to the improvement of mechanical properties of magnesium alloy joints to a certain extent.

The precipitates on the grain boundaries of welds without ultrasonic vibration are a continuous network structure. After ultrasonic vibration treatment, the grain size of the weld alloy is
significantly refined, the grain boundary precipitation phase transformation is fine, and the network structure is broken, improving the coarse morphology of the alloy grain boundary precipitation phase. The fusion zone between the magnesium alloy base material and the weld seam is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that after increasing ultrasonic vibration, the fusion line is still relatively clear and the layering phenomenon is more obvious. The microstructure images in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 were taken by the author in materials laboratory with metallographic microscope.

![Microstructural morphology of different samples](image)

**Fig. 5. Microstructural morphology of different samples**

![Microstructural morphology of fusion zone](image)

**Fig. 6. Microstructural morphology of fusion zone**

![Energy distribution of fusion zone](image)

**Fig. 7. Atlases of energy distribution of fusion zone**

On the fusion line, take the center point for energy spectrum testing to detect the relative content of magnesium and zinc elements, as shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the reaction layer contains a large amount of Zn and Mg elements, indicating that the reaction layer is composed of intermetallic compounds of Mg and Zn, which is the key to achieving reliable connection between magnesium alloy and galvanized steel. When the ultrasonic power is set to 1000 W, a uniform and continuous reaction layer is generated in the welding fusion zone. Compared with welds without ultrasonic vibration, ultrasonic vibration changes the morphology of the reaction layer, making
the thickness of the reaction layer more uniform. The reaction layer mainly contains 70.4 % Zn and 29.6 % Mg, similar to the reaction layer without ultrasonic vibration. This indicates that the introduction of ultrasonic vibration can effectively improve the morphology of the reaction layer, but it will not change the composition of the reaction layer. It can also be proved that the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the microstructure is basically consistent with the conclusion obtained in literature [11].

3.3. Testing of tensile strength and impact toughness

When ultrasonic vibration is used to treat metal materials, its excitation effect causes changes in the microstructure of the material, which in turn affects the mechanical properties of the material. Research on metallographic structure has shown that ultrasound eliminates internal defects and bubbles in metal materials, reduces grain size, and improves grain morphology. Therefore, it can be inferred that ultrasonic vibration can enhance the tensile strength of welds. To verify this conclusion, a tensile testing machine model HD-B606B was used for strength testing. This equipment belongs to a microcomputer controlled electro-hydraulic servo universal testing machine, which integrates electro-hydraulic servo automatic control, automatic measurement, data acquisition, screen display, and test result processing. It is equipped with a precision oil pump, an electro-hydraulic servo valve, and a PC servo controller on the platform of a cylinder mounted host, achieving multi-channel closed-loop control and capable of completing fully automatic control and measurement functions during the experimental process. Compared with the research method in reference [12], the test scheme in this paper can better reflect the change law of the whole damage cycle. The strength test results obtained by comparing three different samples are shown in Fig. 9. The microstructure images in Fig. 9 were taken by the author in materials laboratory with scanning electron microscope. It can be seen that ultrasonic vibration has a certain improvement effect on the ultimate strength, yield strength, and proportional limit of the weld, which has a good adaptability to the complex working conditions of the weld. According to the fracture morphology of magnesium alloy, ultrasonic vibration has a certain effect on improving the toughness of the material, with a yield strength increase of 6.5 %. Ultrasonic vibration promotes the formation, growth, and interconnection of hollow nuclei, and the phenomenon of equiaxed dimples is more obvious, which is also an important manifestation of material toughness. The specimen without ultrasonic vibration has relatively more tearing edges in the fracture surface, and the elongation direction is parallel to the fracture direction. Its stress state tends to be tensile tearing type.

![Fig. 8. Tensile strength test results](image)

3.4. Testing of hardness and residual stress

Based on the VH3100 microhardness tester, hardness tests were conducted on different points in the horizontal direction of the joint. Each sample was tested three times, and the average value
was applied, as shown in Fig. 10. The results indicate that when hardness testing is carried out along the horizontal direction of the joint, the hardness values in different areas of the joint vary significantly. For joints without ultrasonic vibration, the hardness value of the magnesium alloy base material is the highest, the hardness value of the fusion welding zone is the lowest, and the hardness value of the heat affected zone is between the two. When ultrasonic vibration is applied to the joint, the hardness distribution of the magnesium alloy base material, heat affected zone, and fusion welding zone is similar to that of the joint without ultrasonic vibration. However, it is worth noting that the hardness value of the fusion welding zone of joints subjected to ultrasonic vibration is higher than that of joints without vibration, and the fluctuation of hardness value is smaller. In other words, ultrasonic vibration has little effect on the hardness of the heat affected zone, but can increase the average hardness of the weld zone by more than 5%. This is because the introduction of ultrasonic vibration effectively improves the microstructure of the fusion welding zone, resulting in a decrease in grain size and a more uniform shape, resulting in an increase in hardness value.

![Fracture morphology of weld specimen](image)

**Fig. 9.** Fracture morphology of weld specimen

![Microhardness test results](image)

**Fig. 10.** Microhardness test results

For the testing of residual stress, the indentation strain method is adopted. This testing technique requires using a resistance strain gauge as a sensitive component for measurement, using impact loading to create an indentation at the center of the strain pattern instead of drilling. The strain increment in the elastic zone outside the indentation area is recorded using a strain gauge, in order to obtain the true elastic strain corresponding to the magnitude of residual stress and determine the magnitude of residual stress. Compared with reference [13], the test method is more conducive to analyzing the residual stress analysis rule under a specific path. The residual stress distribution results at different measurement points are shown in Fig. 11, it can be seen that ultrasonic vibration can effectively reduce the residual stress at the heat affected zone position. The maximum residual stress can be reduced by 50%. Meanwhile, based on the influence of
thermal cycling, it can be inferred that the plasticity of this location is relatively poor compared to the base metal and weld zone. Reducing residual stress is beneficial for improving shaping and toughness.

![Residual stress distribution test results](image)

**Fig. 11.** The residual stress distribution test results

### 3.5. Analysis of wear resistance and corrosion resistance

To study the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the wear resistance of weld surface, the weld specimen was placed in an RTEC friction testing machine for high-frequency reciprocating friction testing. Compared with conventional friction testing [14, 15], the test scheme is more comprehensive and can directly obtain the internal correlation between friction and wear from the test results. During the test, keeping the reciprocating frequency, relative velocity, temperature, and other conditions of different samples consistent, the transient friction coefficient changes of the base material, welds with ultrasonic vibration, and welds without ultrasonic vibration can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the friction coefficient in the weld zone is lower than that of the base metal, and under the influence of ultrasonic vibration, the fluctuation of the friction coefficient in the weld zone is very small, resulting in higher friction stability. Based on the hardness test results, it can be inferred that ultrasonic vibration can improve wear resistance.

![Variation law of transient friction coefficient](image)

**Fig. 12.** The variation law of transient friction coefficient

To further verify the effect of ultrasound on the wear resistance of welds, after high-frequency reciprocating friction test under 60 N load, the surface microstructure was observed under FEI scanning electron microscope by the author in materials laboratory as shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that under the same load conditions, the ultrasonic vibration specimen has stronger resistance to pressure and friction, and its surface groove depth is smaller, and there is no peeling problem. In addition, the scratches inside the weld seam are relatively uniform, which to some extent proves...
To verify the improvement effect of ultrasonic vibration on the wear resistance of welds, the wear characteristics were measured under the conditions of dry friction test cycles $t$ of 24 hours and 48 hours, respectively. After the test cycle is completed, the sample is placed in an ultrasonic cleaning instrument for processing [16]. Through high-precision balance testing, the wear amount $M_1$ of the weld sample without ultrasonic vibration and $M_2$ of the weld sample with ultrasonic vibration are obtained, as shown in Table 2. It can be seen that under different pressure and friction speed conditions, the wear resistance of the weld specimen subjected to ultrasonic vibration is improved, and the wear amount can be reduced by more than 25%. The wear amount is not proportional to time, but compared to the initial sample, the sample after ultrasonic vibration has better wear endurance and stability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters and conditions</th>
<th>10 N</th>
<th>20 N</th>
<th>10 N</th>
<th>20 N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$ / h</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$ / mg</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$ / mg</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If magnesium alloy welding products are used in corrosive environments, it is required that the welding seam not only meets the mechanical requirements, but also meets the ability to resist oxidation and electrochemical corrosion. In order to determine the effect of weak acid environment on the corrosion resistance characteristics of weld specimens, an acetic acid solution with a pH value of 2.8 was prepared and the specimens were placed in the solution for 140 hours. To enhance the corrosion effect, keep the acetic acid solution flowing and maintain a constant temperature of 80 °C. Test the mass reduction value every 10 hours. It should be noted that the samples after each corrosion need to undergo ultrasonic cleaning to ensure the accuracy of the testing. The oxidation efficiency of different samples in acidic environments is shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the oxidation resistance of the weld seam is slightly stronger than that of the base material, and the corrosion equilibrium is reached after about 60 hours. In addition, the ultrasonic vibration of the weld specimen reduces oxidation to a certain extent, which has an improved effect on oxidation resistance and corrosion resistance.

In order to further verify the corrosion resistance effect, pitting potential testing was applied. This method usually refers to the lowest potential of point corrosion on the surface of metal materials in a certain corrosive medium. The higher the pitting potential, the smaller the tendency of the material to produce pitting in the corrosive medium. Therefore, the greater the pitting potential of the material, the better its corrosion resistance. The polarization curves of different weld specimens in a 3.5 % NaCl solution are shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that the electrochemical corrosion test results of these three samples are consistent with the results of the oxidation corrosion weight loss rate test. Ultrasonic vibration can significantly refine the grain.
size of weld alloys. The finer and more uniform the alloy grain, the more uniform and dense the protective film formed by the corrosion products during the corrosion process. The protective film can better prevent the corrosion solution from corroding the alloy surface and improve the corrosion resistance of the alloy. During the corrosion process, the precipitates at the grain boundaries of the alloy serve as the cathode for galvanic corrosion, participating in the corrosion dissolution of the alloy substrate anode, and are prone to severe local corrosion. Therefore, a large amount of coarse precipitates at grain boundaries can lead to poor corrosion resistance of the alloy. Ultrasonic vibration can significantly reduce the number of coarse phases at the grain boundaries of the weld alloy, resulting in finer precipitation and phase transformation, thus improving the corrosion resistance of the alloy. Otherwise, a large number of network phases can lead to a decrease in the corrosion resistance of the alloy.

4. Conclusions

Welding with different types of materials is prone to problems such as insufficient fusion, and ultrasonic vibration can effectively solve this problem. Experimental studies were conducted on the actual molten pool area, metallographic structure, strength, toughness, hardness, residual stress, wear resistance, and corrosion resistance of the overlap weld seam between magnesium alloy and galvanized steel. It can be proven that ultrasonic vibration can comprehensively improve the mechanical properties of welds, and the main conclusions are as follows.

(1) Ultrasonic vibration assisted welding technology can effectively improve the weld formation of magnesium alloy and galvanized steel joints, and eliminate defects such as pores in the fusion welding area of the joints. For joints without the application of ultrasonic vibration assisted welding technology, the grain size in the fusion welding zone of the joint becomes coarse and uneven. When ultrasonic vibration with a power of 1000 W is introduced during the welding process, the grains in the fusion welding zone of the joint are approximately equiaxed. In addition, the introduction of ultrasonic vibration can effectively improve the morphology of the reaction layer in the weld zone, making its thickness more uniform.

(2) Ultrasonic vibration can comprehensively improve the mechanical properties of welds, including tensile strength and toughness. Ultrasonic vibration also can effectively improve the hardness and wear resistance of magnesium alloy welds. Under conditions of 10-30 N pressure and 10-20 mm/s relative friction speed, the wear amount can be reduced by more than 25%. In terms of the types of wear damage, even in weakly acidic oil environments, the damage is mainly small scratches, and there are no phenomena such as pitting, pits, or surface peeling.

(3) From the current development trend, ultrasonic vibration welding can be used in metal, plastic and a variety of other materials, including medical, consumer electronics, automotive manufacturing, safety subsystems, aerospace, precision machinery, industrial parts manufacturing and other fields. However, the ultrasonic vibration welding system is also a machine device, which
is prone to failure due to external factors. The future development should be aimed at improving the efficiency of ultrasonic welding, improving the human-machine interface and its control equipment, so that it has automation, intelligence and safety, in order to reduce the dependence on operators.
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